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.9Abstract— Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) and IEEE
802.15.4 Time-Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) are
widely used low-power standard technologies devel-
oped for short-range communications in the internet-of-
things. In many applications, BLE and TSCH networks
may be deployed in the vicinity of one another, which
may lead to Cross Technology Interference (CTI) influ-
encing each other’s performance. Both technologies uti-
lize channel hopping to alleviate the impact of external
interferences. However, having a model to quantitatively
estimate the performance of coexisting TSCH and BLE
networks and analyze the role of networks’ configuration
settings is still an open problem. To address this, we
provide a probabilistic analysis of collision-free commu-
nication of coexisting BLE and TSCH networks. More-
over, a fast coexistence simulation model is developed
that computes the ratio of collision-free transmissions. This model is used to investigate how the performance of the
coexisting networks may deviate from the results of the probabilistic analysis. It gives the designers a proper estimation
of the worst case performance degradation due to such coexistence. It is shown that severity of the impact of coexisting
BLE-TSCH networks on one another depends on the setup configurations and the relative timing of the two networks. The
results show that these two technologies can coexist well with collision-free ratios of more than 92.58% and 96.29% in the
tested configurations for TSCH and BLE, respectively.

Index Terms— IEEE 802.15.4, TSCH, BLE, Coexistence, Simulation model, IoT

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS Sensor Networks (WSNs) are growing as an

appealing technology with the rapid development of

wireless technology and embedded sensors. Several communi-

cation technologies have been developed for WSNs to support

various types of applications with different demands. Among

them, low-power standards have attracted much interest in

power-constrained WSNs. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) [1]

and IEEE 802.15.4 [2] are two low-power wireless commu-

nication standards with a huge number of applications such

as smart cities, environmental monitoring, healthcare, smart

buildings, and in-vehicle networks [3].
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The IEEE 802.15.4 standard specifies Physical (PHY)

and Medium Access Control (MAC) layers for low-power

and low-cost wireless communications, operating in the un-

licensed 2.4 GHz ISM frequency band. The Time-Slotted

Channel Hopping (TSCH), as a MAC operational mode of

this standard, uses time-slotted communications to provide

collision-free channel access, and frequency channel hopping

to mitigate external interferences and multipath fading. BLE

has been introduced by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group

(Bluetooth SIG) in 2010 as a low-power communication

technology. Compared to classic Bluetooth, BLE aims at

providing considerably reduced power consumption and cost

while maintaining a similar communication range. BLE uses

channel hopping in the 2.4GHz ISM band to combat the

impact of interference and multi-path fading effects.

Because of widespread use of BLE and TSCH technologies

in many Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications, there is a good

chance that networks based on these standards co-locate in

some applications. Automotive, smart building, and healthcare

are examples. For instance, a health monitoring WSN is

developed in [4], in which BLE is used to collect data from

wearable sensors while TSCH is used as the network back-

bone for propagating data samples of body sensors as well as

ambient sensors. Since both technologies operate in the same

ISM frequency band, the impact of their communications on

each other may be a great concern in such scenarios.
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Coexistence of TSCH and BLE with other technologies

operating in the same frequency band such as Wi-Fi has been

studied in the literature. Authors in [5] have shown that both

technologies can coexist with Wi-Fi with an acceptable per-

formance. However, the coexistence between TSCH and BLE

is still an open problem to be investigated. The application

designers are in particular interested to have an estimation

about the severity of the influence of these networks on each

other when they are deployed in the interference range of

each other. Some have tried to better understand the impact

of communications in such networks on each other in the

physical layer (e.g., [6]). Also, mechanisms to alleviate the

impact have been developed to reduce the probability of

collisions [7]. However, a detailed study of the coexistence

behavior of these two channel hopping networks in the MAC

layer is lacking. Such an investigation can provide an insight

into the performance of these networks when they operate in

the vicinity of each other.

A prerequisite for such investigation is having a scalable

and fast coexistence simulation model that can estimate the

inter-network collisions in time and frequency domains for

any given configuration of the two networks. The network

simulators such as Cooja [8] or OMNeT++ [9] simulate

details of different layers in the protocols stacks including

packet transmission flow with all the headers and trailers of

various layers. Because of that, such discrete event-driven

simulators are usually very slow in simulating a single net-

work configuration for a relatively high number of packet

exchanges. For the coexistence investigation, we need to

simulate many configurations with different random patterns

to have statistically reliable results and to be able to catch

corner cases. Thus, to enable such Monte-Carlo simulations,

we developed a BLE-TSCH coexistence simulator in a high

abstraction level that can be fed with any number of TSCH

and BLE networks and their configuration settings as its in-

puts, and report the number of collisions from the perspective

of the MAC layer in a very short time. It is actually because

we are only interested in detecting the frequency and time

overlaps, not actually implementing real packet exchanges and

protocol implementations. Accordingly, the contributions of

this paper are as follows.

• We analyze the probabilities of overlap in frequency and

time domains for coexisting TSCH and BLE networks.

Such probabilistic analysis reveals that the probability

of having no overlap in time and frequency domains

for a pair of packets transmitted in TSCH and BLE is

considerably high which leads to a high probability of

collision-free coexistence.

• A BLE-TSCH coexistence simulation framework is de-

veloped. In the first phase, we develop two separate

simulation models for channel occupancy over time for

TSCH and BLE protocols in the MAC layer. Then,

these models are integrated into a coexistence simulation

model, which analyzes possible collision scenarios and

outputs collision-free ratios of both networks.

• The proposed simulation model is used to perform

Monte-Carlo simulations to investigate the performance

of co-located TSCH and BLE networks in various sce-

narios. In particular, the worst-case coexistence is of our

interest as it reveals to what extent such networks can

influence each other.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A review of

the essential background about TSCH and BLE is provided in

Section II. Section III reviews the relevant research focusing

on coexistence of wireless protocols. Section IV analyzes

the collision-free probability for coexisting TSCH and BLE

networks in the MAC layer. Section V presents the developed

BLE-TSCH coexistence simulator. The experimental setup

and the model verification results are discussed in Section VI.

Section VII investigates the worst-case coexistence scenario

using the developed model. Section VIII studies the impact

of clock drift on the coexistence performance. Section IX

concludes.

II. BACKGROUND

A. IEEE 802.15.4 TSCH
The IEEE 802.15.4 standard mainly operates in the 2.4

GHz ISM band with O-QPSK+DSSS as its main PHY layer

modulation scheme. It defines 16 frequency channels in this

band each with 2 MHz bandwidth and a channel spacing of

5 MHz with data rate of 250 Kbps. TSCH is one of the

MAC operational modes of the standard, implementing time-

slotted channel access with a channel hopping mechanism.

The time-slotted channel access provides collision-free com-

munications, which in turn improves the bandwidth efficiency

in dense networks and makes the network performance more

predictable. In TSCH, communication between sensor nodes

occurs in timeslots, wherein a node can transmit a data packet

and receive its Acknowledgment (Ack). Fig. 1 illustrates the

structure of a timeslot in TSCH. Sensor nodes use a synchro-

nization mechanism to align their timeslots. To compensate

small misalignments caused by clock drifts, a guard time is

designed at the beginning of each timeslot. A number of

timeslots are grouped together to create a slotframe, which is

repeated over time periodically. A timeslot may be exclusively

assigned to a node for its contention-free packet transmission,

or it may be shared to be accessed by multiple links via a

slotted CSMA-CA mechanism to avoid repeated collisions.
The channel hopping mechanism of TSCH improves the

communication reliability by mitigating the impact of multi-

path fading and external interference. For one transmission

between a pair of transmitting and receiving nodes, the

frequency channel (f) is calculated as follows.

f = HSL[(ASN + channel offset) mod |HSL|] (1)

where ASN is the absolute slot number, a globally synchro-

nized parameter indicating the number of timeslots elapsed

from the start of the network. HSL is the channel hopping

sequence list, |HSL| is the number of channels that are used

for channel hopping, and channel offset is a number in the

range [0, |HSL| − 1] to allow parallel transmissions in the

network.

B. Bluetooth Low Energy
Like in IEEE 802.15.4, BLE operates in the ISM frequency

band (the 2.400–2.4835 GHz band), but with a different set
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Fig. 1. Structure of a timeslot in IEEE 80215.4 TSCH
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Fig. 2. Packet exchanges in a BLE connection interval. One or more
packet transmission can happen in each connection interval.

of channels. BLE PHY layer divides the 2.4 GHz ISM band

into 40 back-to-back channels of 2 MHz bandwidth. Within a

channel, data is transmitted using the GFSK modulation with

a bit rate of 1 Mbps (with an option of 2 Mbps in BLE 5 [10]).

The link layer of the BLE stack is responsible for advertising,

scanning, and creating a connection between two nodes. Three

channels are dedicated to advertising and scanning, while the

other 37 channels are defined as data channels to be used for

peer-to-peer data communications. In the connection state, the

device that initiates the connection is called the master, and

the device accepting the connection is called the slave. The

link layer of BLE stack runs a channel-selection algorithm

for channel hopping in the connection state. The frequency

channel (f) for data communication in the connection state is

derived as follows.

f = ChM[(LUC + hI) mod |ChM|], (2)

where ChM is the channel map representing the available

data channels for channel hopping, hI is the hop increment,

and LUC is the last unmapped channel. Both ChM and hI
are provided by the master node in the connection request

message, when initiating a connection. The hI is randomly

selected by the master node as a number between 5 and 16,

while LUC is initialized to zero, and afterwards is updated by

the algorithm, having LUC from the last step.

Data transfer in a BLE network is mainly peer-to-peer,

which is done in periodic time intervals called connection

intervals. Fig. 2 shows the data transfer model over time in the

connection state. During each connection interval, the master

first transmits a packet, indicating the beginning of the event.

Then, one or more packets can be exchanged by the master

and slave during the connection intervals. The duration of the

connection interval depends on the amount of traffic that has

to be exchanged and is controlled by the master. The time

space between two consecutive packets (shown in Fig. 2) is

called Inter Frame Spacing (IFS) which is 150 μs according

to the BLE specification.

III. RELATED WORK

Since the 2.4 GHz ISM band is used by many wireless

technologies such as Bluetooth, IEEE 802.15.4, and WiFi,

the coexistence between these technologies attracted broad

interests [5], [6], [11]–[19] in the research community. Here,

we review the relevant studies in which Bluetooth or IEEE

802.15.4 networks are involved.

NXP semiconductors provides an application note [17], in

which the coexistence of the single channel modes of the

IEEE 802.15.4 with other protocols operating at 2.4 GHz

band is studied in PHY layer. The authors survey empirical

data and analytical studies for the coexistence of the IEEE

802.15.4 in the 2.4 GHz with Wi-Fi, classic Bluetooth, and

microwave ovens. They conclude that the coexistence of

the single channel modes of the IEEE 802.15.4 with Wi-

Fi and classic Bluetooth networks leads to an acceptable

performance, if the there are either enough spacial spacing

or frequency separation. Accordingly, they propose several

methods to improve their coexistence such as channel se-

lection, and physical separation. These findings are further

backed up in [18], in which authors investigate the coexistence

of the single channel modes of the IEEE 802.15.4 and BLE

through packet error rate tests. Their tests are performed in the

presence of external interferences in the 2.4 GHz, i.e., Wi-Fi

routers, IEEE 802.15.4 networks, and Bluetooth devices. It is

shown that connection interval of BLE should be carefully set

to achieve a better performance of both interfering networks.

R. Natarajan et al. [6] analyze the coexistence between

BLE, single channel modes of the IEEE 802.15.4 and WiFi

in the PHY layer. They present a mathematical analysis of

the spatial, temporal and frequency parameters of the impact

of interference on the packet error rate of either networks.

Furthermore, they extend their investigation of the coexistence

to the MAC layer through experimental setups. The most

significant conclusion of this paper is that BLE is affected

more by IEEE 802.15.4, than vice versa, since IEEE 802.15.4

employs DSSS modulation resulting in a higher process gain,

but longer occupancy of the channel than BLE due to its lower

data rate.

In spite of many studies on the coexistence of the single

channel modes of IEEE 802.15.4 and BLE, there is a lack of

study on the coexistence of IEEE 802.15.4 TSCH and BLE as

two channel hopping technologies. [7], [20] are the only two

studies devoted to the coexistence between BLE and TSCH

networks. In [7], authors propose a cooperative solutions to

improve the coexistence of BLE and TSCH. The solution

is to unite the BLE and TSCH networks into a centrally

coordinated system, and uses a scheduling matrix to predict

and resolve the collisions. Although, their solution can im-

prove the performance of the coexistence, it is still unknown

how much the performance degrade when these networks

coexist. [20] experimentally research the performance of the

coexistence between TSCH and BLE for limited number of

settings. However, the experimental setups are limited and do

not provide a complete view of the coexistence in different

scenarios.

Detailed evaluation of the coexistence performance for

various settings of TSCH and BLE networks are essential for
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Fig. 3. Frequency channels of IEEE 802.15.4 and BLE

the networks designers to get an insight about the performance

of the networks. To the best of our knowledge, we present here

the first coexistence analysis and a simulation model for co-

located TSCH and BLE networks in the MAC layer. This sim-

ulation model is then used to perform extensive Mote-Carlo

simulations in various scenarios to get a proper understanding

of the performance of BLE and TSCH networks when they

coexist.

IV. COEXISTENCE PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS

Collision between packet transmissions of two wireless

technologies can occur when they overlap in three domains

simultaneously: space, time, and frequency. Having co-located

TSCH and BLE networks, we need to investigate overlap

only in frequency and time domains. In the following, a

probabilistic analysis of overlap in the frequency and time

domains are separately presented. Then, we analyze collision-

free probability through overlap analysis in the frequency and

time domains when TSCH and BLE networks coexist.

A. Frequency overlap analysis

Fig. 3 shows how BLE and TSCH frequency channels

overlap. Depending on the selected channel by the transmitters

of TSCH and BLE, the following scenarios may happen:

Non-overlapped frequency channels: This represent the

best scenario, in which the frequency channels selected by the

TSCH and BLE do not overlap. (e.g., channel 5 of BLE and

channel 15 of TSCH).

Partially-overlapped frequency channels: This scenario

represents the situation wherein the selected frequency chan-

nels of the transmitters of both technologies partially overlap

(e.g., 1MHz overlap for channel 11 of BLE and channel 15

of TSCH).

Fully-overlapped frequency channels: This scenario rep-

resents the worst situation wherein the frequency channels

of the transmitters of both technologies fully overlap (e.g.,

channel 23 of BLE and channel 20 of TSCH).

In the two latter scenarios, the transmitted packets of two

networks collide if their transmission durations overlap. Let

ChOv be a subset of BLE frequency channels (ChOv ⊂ ChM)

which overlap (fully or partially) with one of the TSCH

frequency channels. We denote P f
c̄ as the probability of no

overlap in frequency domain for a pair of packets transmitted

in TSCH and BLE. It is calculated as follows.

P f
c̄ = (1− |ChOv|

|ChM| ) +
|ChOv|
|ChM| × (1− 1

|HSL| ) (3)

Data Ack

A connection Interval

IFS
…

Data

TsTxOffset

Ack

TsTxAckDelayTSCH network

BLE network

A timeslot

Fig. 4. A scenarios that TSCH and BLE packets do not overlap in time

where |.| denotes the cardinality of the sets. (1 − |ChOv|
|ChM| ) is

the probability that BLE does not transmit in an overlapped

frequency channels while the term
|ChOv|
|ChM| × (1 − 1

|HSL| ) is

the probability that BLE transmits in one of the overlapped

frequency channels and TSCH does not use that channel

for transmission. When BLE and TSCH use all available

channels for transmissions, |ChM| = 37 and |HSL| = 16, then

|ChOv| = 22 and P f
c̄ = 0.96, which indicates high probability

of no overlap in the frequency domain.

B. Time overlap analysis
In TSCH and BLE networks, a node does not occupy all

the time of a timeslot and connection interval, according to

the time structure shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. It means that if

two networks transmit in the overlapped frequency channels,

there are still chances of having no overlap in time, leading

to collision-free communication of the coexisting networks.

As an example, Fig. 4 illustrates a case in which the packet

and Ack transmission of the two networks interleave with one

another. This may happen because of specific time-offset (Δ)

between two networks and/or very short packets, which are

common in sensor networks.
To show the probability of interference-free communica-

tions of two coexisting networks in time, we use the convo-

lution of the time structure of a timeslot and a connection

interval over all possible values of the time-offset [21]. The

convolution operation provides a cross-correlation function

between the timeslot and connection interval in the two

networks. Hence, the convolution indicates the time durations

in which the data or Ack packet transmissions in the two

networks overlap. Data packet lengths of TSCH and BLE

(Ld
TSCH, Ld

BLE), Ack packet length (La
TSCH, La

BLE), the number

of packets transmitted within the connection interval (PPCI),
duration of TSCH timeslot (Tts), and the connection interval

(Tci) determine the output of the convolution function. Let

Conv be the convolution function of a timeslot (TS) and a

connection interval (CI), which is calculated as follows.

Conv(t) = (TS ∗ CI)(t) =
∫ Tts+Tci

0

TS(τ) CI(t− τ)dτ (4)

where TS(t) and CI(t) are rectangular pulses with amplitude

1, representing signal transmission in a timeslot and a con-

nection interval, respectively. The time durations of amplitude

1 of TS(t) and CI(t) depend on data and Ack packet length

of TSCH and BLE, and data rate of these networks. Here, we
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Fig. 5. Convolution (overlap ratio in time) results for different packet
length transmission in overlapped frequency channel over different Δ,
Tci = Tts = 10ms

use 250Kbs, and 1Mbs as TSCH and BLE data rates. Since

the convolution operation slides the two input functions over

one another in the specified range, it examines all possible

time-offsets between the networks. Sliding the two functions

over one another in the range [0 Tts +Tci] is translated in to

time-offset in the range of Δ = [−Tci Tts].
Fig. 5 shows the convolution results representing overlap in

time when TSCH and BLE networks transmit in overlapping

frequency channel with two different set of data packet

lengths. As seen, the probability of collision-free communi-

cation of two networks depends on the packet lengths, and

time-offset between the networks. Then, the probability of no

overlap of two coexisting networks in time domain for given

Δ (P t
c̄|Δ) is calculated as,

P t
c̄|Δ = F (Conv(t)|t = Δ), (5)

where,

F (x) =

{
0, x = 0

1, otherwise
(6)

For example, in the scenario stated in Figure 5(a), P t
c̄|Δ is 1

if −7.88ms ≤ Δ ≤ −7ms, or −6.4ms ≤ Δ ≤ −5.55ms,

otherwise it is zero. Similarly, for the longest data packets

transmitted by TSCH and BLE (stated in Figure 5(b)), P t
c̄|Δ

is 1 if −7.88ms ≤ Δ ≤ −0.9ms, otherwise it is zero. Since

the coexisting networks are independent and asynchronous, Δ
uniformly distributed in the range [−Tci Tts]. Then, the aver-

age probability of no overlap of a pair of packets transmitted

in TSCH and BLE in time domain (P t
c̄ ), is calculated as,

P t
c̄ =

1

Tci + Tts
×
∫ Tci+Tts

0

F (Conv(t))dt. (7)

From (7), P t
c̄ is calculated as 0.90, and 0.65 for the data

packet lengths stated in Figures 5(a), and 5(b), respectively.

It shows that there is still a considerable chance of collision-

free coexistence even when transmissions in the two networks

overlap in the frequency domain.

C. Collision analysis in the MAC layer
Here, we intend to analyze the probability of collision-free

communications when co-located TSCH and BLE networks

coexist. A collision in the MAC layer occurs between these

networks when their transmissions overlap in time and fre-

quency simultaneously. Let Pc̄ be the probability of collision-

free transmission for a pair of packets transmitted in TSCH

and BLE, which can be calculated as follows.

Pc̄ = 1− (1− P t
c̄ )× (1− P f

c̄ ) (8)

where P f
c̄ and P t

c̄ are given by (3) and (7), respectively. For

the longest data packets transmitted in TSCH and BLE, P t
c̄ is

0.65. If both networks use all available channels for channel

hopping P f
c̄ is 0.96. Thus, Pc̄ = 0.98.

Note that, P f
c̄ is calculated for a pair of packets transmitted

in TSCH and BLE. If successive packets are transmitted in

both networks, the probability of no overlap in the frequency

domain will be different. It depends on the channel hop-

ping parameters of TSCH and BLE like hI, channel offset,
frequency channels used by the previous packets, and the

frequency channels order in ChM and HSL. Hence, many

possible scenarios can happen for successive packet trans-

missions in TSCH and BLE, which requires evaluation of

many scenarios (e.g., Monte-Carlo simulations) to find the

collision-free probability. To tackle this problem, we present

a fast simulation model, which models the details of time and

frequency behaviour of both networks to calculate collision-

free ratio for any configuration considering sufficiently many

packet transmissions. Such a model is a beneficial tool for

network designers to derive the worst-case scenario of the

coexistence through evaluation of all scenarios, and develop

mechanisms to avoid from getting trapped into worst-case

scenarios.

V. BLE-TSCH COEXISTENCE SIMULATOR

In this section, we first develop simulation models of

channel occupancy over time for both TSCH and BLE in-

dependently. Then, the derived models are integrated into a

BLE-TSCH coexistence simulation model whose goal is to

find out collisions and derive collision-free ratios for TSCH

and BLE networks. It is assumed that data packet transmission

is performed in each timeslot in the TSCH network. It may

be done by a single transmitter or several transmitters. In

BLE, one or more packets are transmitted in each connection

interval by the master or slave nodes. To have a fast simulator,

the details of the technology standards in transient states such

as connection establishment are not simulated. The focus is

on the steady state to extract the exact time and frequency of

packet transmissions in the involved networks.

A. TSCH time-frequency model
Here we develop a model that simulates the TSCH behavior

in terms of frequency and time of packet transmissions. The

model uses the simulation time window denoted by Tsim,

and the time resolution as δ. Moreover, it uses the TSCH

network’s configurations listed in Table I. We discretize Tsim
with the resolution of δ, and scan Tsim with steps of length δ to
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TABLE I
INPUTS OF TSCH MODEL

Notation Meaning
Tsim Simulation time

δ Time resolution of the results

LdTSCH Data packet length of TSCH in PHY layer [bytes]

LaTSCH Ack packet length of TSCH in PHY layer [bytes]

Ttsl Timeslot duration

HSL Hopping sequence list of TSCH

ASN TSCH ASN number (timeslot counter)

Channel Offset Channel offset of TSCH

determine frequency channels and exact time of data and Ack

packet transmissions in each timeslot of the TSCH network.

Let TSCHf and TSCHtx be two vectors having with �Tsim/δ�
elements defined as follows.

TSCHf = [f ], 11 ≤ f ≤ 26

TSCHtx = [indx], indx = [0, id, ia]
(9)

where element k (1 ≤ k ≤ �Tsim/δ�) of TSCHf indicates

the frequency channel used for transmission in time k × δ in

case of transmission of data or Ack packets, otherwise it is

zero. The element k (1 ≤ k ≤ �Tsim/δ�) of TSCHtx indicates

whether there is a data or Ack packet transmission happening

at time k × δ. The element k (1 ≤ k ≤ �Tsim/δ�) of TSCHtx
is id, or ia, if data, or Ack is being transmitted at time k× δ,

respectively, otherwise it is zero.

According to the timing structure of TSCH shown in

Fig. 1, in each timeslot after TsTxOffset, the transmitter

node transmits its data packet in the selected channel. TSCH

CCA is assumed to be disabled, as CCA is optional and

accurate CCA modeling would require PHY layer analysis,

which is not in the scope of this paper. The time duration in

which the transmitter occupies the frequency channel for data

packet transmission in TSCH is denoted by T d
TSCH, which is

calculated as

T d
TSCH =

Ld
TSCH × 8

RTSCH
(10)

where RTSCH is the data rate of TSCH in Kbps.

The frequency channel is idle for TsTxAckDelay, then

followed by the transmission of an Ack (assuming that the

data packet is correctly received by the intended receiver). The

time duration in which the transmitter occupies the channel

for Ack packet transmission denoted by T a
TSCH, which is

calculated as

T a
TSCH =

La
TSCH × 8

RTSCH
(11)

Accordingly, in a loop that traverses all timeslots, the model

calculates the frequency channel that is used for transmission

through (1). For each iteration of the loop, which represents

one timeslot, TsTxOffset/δ elements of TSCHf and TSCHtx

vectors are filled with zero, after that, T d
TSCH/δ elements of

TSCHf and TSCHtx are filled with derived frequency chan-

nels, and id, respectively. Continuing this, TsTxAckDelay/δ
elements are filled with zero, and then T a

TSCH/δ elements

of TSCHf , and TSCHtx are filled with derived frequency

channels, and ia, respectively. This procedure is repeated for

all time steps in these vectors until it reaches the end of

simulation. At the end, the model translates derived frequency

TABLE II
INPUTS OF BLE MODEL

Notation Meaning
Tsim Simulation time

δ Time resolution of the results

PPCI Number of packets per connection interval

LdBLE Data packet length in PHY layer [bytes]

LaBLE Ack packet length in PHY layer [bytes]

IPS Time spacing between packets

ChM List of used data channels

hI Hop increment, a random number in [5,16]

Tci Connection interval duration

channels to the actual RF frequencies by using (12).

f ← 2405 + 5 · (f − 11) MHz, for f = 11...26 (12)

The constants used in the model are extracted from the

standard specification [2].

B. BLE time-frequency model

Following the same approach as for the TSCH model, we

develop a model to extract the BLE frequency usage over

time. This is done according to the BLE channel selection

algorithm, node’s behavior in the connection state, and the

BLE packet structure. An overview of the inputs for the BLE

channel usage model is given in Table. II. The Tsim and δ are

also applied as inputs to the model with the same definition

as described in the TSCH model.

Let BLEf and BLEtx be two vectors having �Tsim/δ�
number of elements defined as follows.

BLEf = [f ], 1 ≤ f ≤ 37

BLEtx = [indx], indx = [0, id, ia]
(13)

where the element k (1 ≤ k ≤ �Tsim/δ�) of BLEf indicates

the frequency channel used for transmission at time k × δ
in case of transmission of data or Ack packets, otherwise is

zero. The element k (1 ≤ k ≤ �Tsim/δ�) of BLEtx indicates

whether transmission is done by the data packet or Ack in

time k× δ. Like in TSCH, id and ia are used to indicate the

transmission of data and Ack packets, respectively.

In the BLE model, per connection interval and for packets

from one to PPCI, the channel selection algorithm derives

a frequency channel according to (2). Then, it calculates the

exact moments that the transmitter of the BLE occupies the

channel by its transmission. The time durations for transmis-

sion of data and Ack packets in the occupied channel of

BLE are denoted by T d
BLE and T a

BLE, respectively, which is

calculated like (10), and (11). Between the packets, there is

a period of IPS, during which the devices are idle.

We follow the same approach as for TSCH to fill the vectors

of BLEf and BLEtx using the derived frequency channel for

each connection interval, T d
BLE, T a

BLE, and IPS. Having BLEf

vector, the selected frequency channels (f) are mapped to the

actual RF frequencies being occupied as follows.

f ←
{
2404 + (f − 1) · 2 MHz, for f = 1...11

2404 + f · 2 MHz, for f = 12...37
(14)
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Fig. 6. Three examples of the scenarios in which TSCH and BLE
packet transmissions overlap in time

C. Coexistence Model

The coexistence model uses the individual time-frequency

models of TSCH and BLE to determine at what time and

frequencies the TSCH and BLE devices transmit packets.

Hence, it uses Δ and the outputs of both the BLE and TSCH

models described in the previous sections. The models of

TSCH and BLE are run separately in the coexistence model

to derive TSCHf , TSCHtx, BLEf , and BLEtx vectors.

Fig. 6 shows three examples of time overlaps that may

happen when co-located TSCH and BLE networks transmit

in the overlapped frequency channels. Depending on the time-

offset between the two networks, either data or Ack packets

collide with one another. As shown in the figures, when

data packets of either network collide, receiver nodes do not

transmit any Ack packet. Thus, as an important step in the

coexistence model, the output vectors are repaired.

Algorithm 1 describes the coexistence model. It uses TSCH

and BLE models to get the TSCHf , TSCHtx, BLEf , and BLEtx
vectors stated in lines 2-3. To apply Δ, �|Δ|/δ� zeros are

added to the front of the vectors of the network with later

packet transmission. This process is stated in lines 5-10 of

the algorithm. During a loop in line 13 iterating over time

with steps of δ resolution, it examines whether a data packet

TABLE III
PARAMETERS USED IN THE COEXISTENCE MODEL

Notation Meaning
Cd

T Counter that counts up when data in TSCH collides

Ca
T Counter that counts up when Ack in TSCH collides

Cd
B Counter that counts up when data in BLE collides

Ca
B Counter that counts up when Ack in BLE collides

CFRtx
TSCH Collision-free ratio of TSCH in transmitter side (con-

sidering both data and Ack collisions)

CFRrx
BLE Collision-free ratio of TSCH in receiver side (consid-

ering only data collisions)

CFRtx
TSCH Collision-free ratio of BLE in transmitter side (consid-

ering both data and Ack collisions)

CFRrx
BLE Collision-free ratio of BLE in receiver side (consider-

ing only data collisions)

transmission by the TSCH network overlaps in time and

frequency domains by a transmission in the BLE network. If

so, then data transmission by TSCH experiences a collision

and, consequently, the corresponding Ack’s values in TSCHf ,

and TSCHtx should be replaced by zeros. The same procedure

is done for BLE in the second loop starting from line 19. Table

III lists all parameters that are used in the Algorithm.
We define Cd

T , and Ca
T as the counter of the collisions of

the data and Ack packets in the TSCH network, respectively.

Similarly, Cd
B , and Ca

B are defined to count the number of

collisions of the data and Ack packets in the BLE network,

respectively. During a loop starting from line 27, if a data

transmission in TSCH network collides with a transmission

in the BLE network (data or Ack), the counter Cd
T is increased

by one. Then, the loop index (k) is incremented by the time

duration of the data packet transmission, that is expressed in

line 31. If an Ack in TSCH experiences a collision, the counter

Ca
T is increased by one, and loop index (k) is incremented by

the time duration of the Ack transmission. We continue the

same approach for BLE, and calculate Cd
B , and Ca

B during the

fourth loop in line 37. Having that, we can derive collision-

free ratios of BLE and TSCH from the receiver’s point of

view (denoted by CFRrx
TSCH and CFRrx

BLE) or transmitter’s view

(denoted by CFRtx
TSCH and CFRtx

BLE), in lines 46-47. Collision-

free ratio from the receiver’s point of view represents the

reliability of the network in MAC, while collision-free ratio

from transmitter’s point of view reflects on the throughput

and energy consumption affected by possible retransmissions

caused by Ack failures.
For simplicity and without loss of generality, in this paper,

we consider both fully and partially overlapped frequency

channels as a collision. However, these cases can be separated

in the Algorithm and counted as two different parameters.

D. Physical layer effects
The proposed coexistence model gives an insight into

the probability of CTI between co-located TSCH and BLE

networks in the MAC layer, providing collision-free commu-

nication ratios of both networks. Depending on the Signal

to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) at the location of

the intended receivers of these networks in the PHY layer,

either of the collided packets in MAC layer may be correctly

detected by the receiver. This can happen due to different

transmission powers used by the nodes in TSCH and BLE

networks, difference in the distance between the transmitter
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f txBLE BLE

TSCHCFR
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Fig. 7. The inputs and outputs of the BLE-TSCH coexistence simulator. The simulator results in MAC layer collision-free ratios, which is fed to PHY
layer models to acquire packet reception ratio (PRR).

and the intended receiver, or the characteristics of the en-

vironment (path loss and multi-path fading effects) between

the transmitter-receiver pairs. Even if all these parameters are

the same for two TSCH and BLE networks, the differences

of TSCH and BLE receivers such as modulation scheme can

lead to successful delivery of a packet even when collision

happens in the MAC layer. Therefore, the packet reception

ratio measured in the PHY layer can be slightly higher than

that of the MAC layer collision-free ratios provided by the

coexistence model. Moreover, the packet reception ratio may

be different for BLE and TSCH even if their collision-free

ratios are the same in the MAC layer.
Note that when collisions happen in the partially-

overlapped frequency channels, packet reception ratios are

greater than when they happen in the fully-overlapped fre-

quency channels, because of the signal strength related to the

interference in the intended receiver side. As shown in Fig. 7,

the outputs of the coexistence model can be fed to a PHY layer

model, and finally derive the packet reception ratios of both

networks. In this paper, we skip the PHY analysis, and focus

on the MAC layers of the two networks, since existing works

such [6] devoted to PHY layer analysis of TSCH and BLE

that are plugged into the BLE-TSCH coexistence simulator.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL VERIFICATION

In this section, we aim to verify the developed simula-

tion model by real-world experiments. We measure packet

reception ratio from the receiver’s point of view representing

as collision-free ratio in PHY layer in various experimental

settings. However, in a real-world experiments, packet recep-

tions may be affected by SINR values in PHY layer, which

leads to a small difference between packet reception ratio in

PHY and collision-free ratio in the MAC layer. The results

of the experiments are compared with the collision-free ratios

derived from the simulation model for the same configuration

settings.
We use the experimental setup shown in Fig. 8, composed

of two co-located BLE and TSCH networks. The BLE net-

work consists of two CC2650STK SensorTag [22] nodes,

running a modified version of the TI BLE example of a Serial

Fig. 8. Experimental setup for verification of the coexistence model

Port Profile (SPP) over BLE bridge designed for the CC2650

LaunchPad. The TSCH network contains two NXP JN5168

USB dongles [23], a PAN coordinator and an end-device.

The JN5168 nodes run an application of the Contiki TSCH

implementation [24], configured with no retransmissions, and

ChannelOffset = 0. We set transmission power to 0 dBm in

both TSCH and BLE networks.

When BLE enters to the connection state and intends

to transmit its packets, a ’START’ command is sent to

TSCH through UART. The Contiki application running on

the JN5168 USB dongle functioning as the PAN coordinator

waits to receive the ’START’ command from UART. It then

starts transmission of one data packet per timeslot.

There can be extremely many settings, which cannot be

controlled from the application layer. Thus, we need to know

the specific settings in the real experiments and then apply

the same settings to the simulator for comparison. The ASN
and start time of the first data packet transmission in the

TSCH network, LUC, hI, and start time of the first data packet

transmission of the BLE network must be logged during the

experiments. To do so, two TI CC2652R1 LaunchPad [25]

boards are used as BLE and IEEE 802.15.4 sniffers. The

sniffer devices are both connected directly to the laptop, on
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Algorithm 1: BLE-TSCH coexistence simulation model

1 Main()
2 TSCHf , TSCHtx ← TSCH model (TSCHf , TSCHtx)

3 BLEf , BLEtx ← BLE model (BLEf , BLEtx)

4 /* Add zeros to the beginning of the vectors of
later network */

5 if TSCH is later then
6

[
[0]�|Δ|/δ�, TSCHf

]

7
[
[0]�|Δ|/δ�, TSCHtx

]

8 else
9

[
[0]�|Δ|/δ�, BLEf

]

10
[
[0]�|Δ|/δ�, BLEtx

]

11 /* Check if data packets transmission collide,
remove corresponding Ack */

12 k=1
13 while k ≤ �Tsim/δ� do
14 if |TSCHf (k) − BLEf (k)| ≤ 1MHz then
15 if TSCHtx(k) == id then
16 replace the corresponding Ack with 0

17 k = k + �Td
TSCH/δ�

18 k=1
19 while k ≤ �Tsim/δ� do
20 if |TSCHf (k) − BLEf (k)| ≤ 1 MHz then
21 if BLEtx(k) == id then
22 replace the corresponding Ack with 0

23 k = k + �Td
BLE/δ�

24 Cd
T = 0, Ca

T = 0 , Cd
B = 0, Ca

B = 0
25 /* Check if data (or Ack) packets of TSCH

collide, increment CdT (or CaT ) by one */
26 k=1
27 while k ≤ �Tsim/δ� do
28 if |TSCHf (k) − BLEf (k)| ≤ 1 MHz then
29 if TSCHtx(k) == id then
30 Cd

T = Cd
T + 1

31 k = k + �Td
TSCH/δ�

32 else if TSCHtx(k) == ia then
33 Ca

T = Ca
T + 1

34 k = k + �Ta
TSCH/δ�

35 /* Check if data (or Ack) packets of BLE collide,

increment CdB (or CaB) by one */
36 k=1
37 while k ≤ �Tsim/δ� do
38 if |TSCHf (k) − BLEf (k)| ≤ 1 MHz then
39 if BLEtx(k) == id then
40 Cd

B = Cd
B + 1

41 k = k + �Td
BLE/δ�

42 else if BLEtx(k) == ia then
43 Ca

B = Ca
B + 1

44 k = k + �Ta
BLE/δ�

45

46 CFRrx
TSCH = 1 − CdT

�Tsim/Tts� , CFRtx
TSCH = 1 − CdT+CaT

�Tsim/Tts�

47 CFRrx
BLE = 1 − CdB

�Tsim/Tci� , CFRtx
BLE = 1 − CdB+CaB

�Tsim/Tci�

which TI’s SmartRF Packet Sniffer is used to configure and

forward their gathered data to Wireshark [26]. Channel 39

in BLE is used to advertise, and the BLE sniffer scans this

channel. The BLE sniffer is setup to follow the connections of

the BLE master. The IEEE 802.15.4 sniffer is set to monitor

channel 11 of TSCH. Through analysis of the captured data by

Wireshark, we derive the values of parameters ASN, LUC, hI,
and Δ. By applying these inputs to the simulation model, we

derive collision-free ratios, and compare with the experiments

results.

������Setting
Scenario

1 2 3 4 5 6

LdTSCH (byte) 133 79 133 79 133 79

LdBLE (byte) 261 261 139 139 78 78

Δ (μs) 9510 4760 2730 6010 2220 4010

(a) Packet length of TSCH and BLE for each scenario
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(b) Collision-free ratio of TSCH network

(c) Collision-free ratio of BLE network

Fig. 9. Simulation and experiment results for collision-free ratios of
TSCH and BLE with different packet length

All experiments are conducted in an interference-free iso-

lated room to prevent uncontrolled external interference. We

set Tsim = 20s, δ = 10μs, PPCI = 1, La
TSCH = 19, and

La
BLE = 10 in all experiments. Furthermore, TSCH is the

later network for transmission of the first data packet in

all experiments. Although, the experiments are performed

with two nodes in each network, in which the transmitter

node transmits in all TSCH timeslots (or BLE connection

intervals), it can be considered as several transmitter nodes

in both networks that transmit data packets in their own

scheduled timeslot (or connection interval) according to the

TSCH schedule (or management of the master node in BLE).

In all experiments and simulations, we force the TSCH and

BLE networks to use their full bandwidth by performing

packet transmission in all timeslots or connection intervals

to be able to study the worst-case coexistence scenario. This

full bandwidth usage can be considered to be done by any

number of nodes in that neighborhood.

In the first experiment, we consider six scenarios in which

different packet lengths for TSCH and BLE are set. In this

experiment, we set Tts = Tci = 10ms, and use all available

channels of TSCH and BLE. Results derived from the simula-

tion model and experiments are presented in Fig.9. The packet

length settings and Δ that are measured for each scenario are

stated in Fig. 9(a). The first observation is that Δ is important

for coexistence of these networks. For instance, Δ is 9510μs
in scenario 1, meaning that their data packet transmissions

collide with each other if their transmissions happen in the

overlapped frequency channels. This is why the collision-free

ratios are less than 100% in both networks. In scenario 2, Δ
is 4760μs, meaning that TSCH transmits its data packets in

the idle time of the connection interval of BLE, and thus can

deliver its data packets without collision despite the overlap
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������Setting
Scenario

1 2 3 4 5 6

Tts (ms) 10 10 10 15 15 15

Tci (ms) 10 12.5 15 10 12.5 15

Δ (μs) 510 6600 11670 940 790 830

(a) Tts and Tci for each scenario
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(b) Collision-free ratio of TSCH network
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(c) Collision-free ratio of BLE network

Fig. 10. Simulation and experiment results for collision-free ratios of
TSCH and BLE with different Tts and Tci

in frequency domain. This holds even when Ack packets

of TSCH collide with transmissions of the data packets in

BLE, if both networks transmit in the overlapped frequency

channels. So, collision-free ratio of TSCH is 100%, while

collision-free ratio of BLE is less than 100%.

The second observation is that the simulation results are

slightly lower than the measured ones in the corresponding

experiment. As we discussed, this happens when collision-free

ratio is less than 100%, and the collided packets in the MAC

layer are received by the intended receiver because of their

higher SINR values in the PHY layer, while they are counted

as collisions in the simulation model. The third observation is

that the difference between simulation results and experiments

for TSCH is more than that for BLE. It means that, the

TSCH receiver could better detect collided packets compared

to the BLE receiver, resulting in TSCH to be less affected by

interference (BLE transmission) than vice versa. The reason

is the known difference between PHY layers of TSCH and

BLE such as the gain of the DSSS process (around 9 dB)

in the TSCH network [6], which comes at the cost of lower

channel efficiency (lower bit rate) for this technology.

In the second experiment, we consider six scenarios in

which different Tts and Tci are set with packet length settings

as Ld
TSCH = 133, and Ld

BLE = 261. All available channels

of TSCH and BLE are used. Fig. 10 shows collision-free

ratios for all scenarios whose settings and Δ are reported

in Fig. 10(a). As shown, the experiment results track the

simulation results with acceptable error whose source is

discussed in the first experiment.

To have a more extensive verification of the simulation

model, we also investigate the accuracy of the coexistence

simulator when either network uses channel blacklisting. To

do so, we consider three scenarios as follows. First, we use all

available channels for TSCH and BLE. Second, BLE performs

������Setting
Scenario

1 2 3

HSL [11:26] [11:26] [11,13,15,17,

19,21,23,25]

ChM [1:37] [3,5,8,10,12,

14,17,19,22,24,

27,29,32,34,37]

[1:37]

Δ (μs) 7420 8130 2610

(a) HSL and ChM for each scenario
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   0%    0%

1 2 3
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94

96
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100

T
%

(b) Collision-free ratio of TSCH

 0.2%
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%

(c) Collision-free ratio of BLE

Fig. 11. Simulation and experiment results for collision-free ratios of
TSCH and BLE for different HSL and ChM

blacklisting and uses only the channels that do not overlap

with TSCH channels. In the third scenario, TSCH conducts

blacklisting by removing the fully-overlapped channels and

using only partially-overlapped channels. In Fig. 11(a), HSL,

ChM, Δ for all scenarios in this experiment are listed in the

table. Collision-free ratios of TSCH and BLE are illustrated

in Fig. 11 for these scenarios. We set TTts = Tci = 10ms,

Ld
TSCH = 133, and Ld

BLE = 261. As we expected, collision-free

ratios of TSCH and BLE for the second scenario are 100%

regardless of time overlap, since BLE performs blacklisting

by selecting only non-overlapped frequency channels.
Comparing the results for all experiments, it is revealed that

the simulation results are either equal, or slightly lower than

the experimental results. Hence, our proposed model can be

used to conservatively estimate the collision-free ratio with

an acceptable accuracy.

VII. WORST-CASE COEXISTENCE ANALYSIS

The worst-case coexistence analysis gives insights into the

extent to which the coexisting networks can deteriorate each

others performance. It helps the network designers to prepare

for such scenarios and, if needed, fortify their networks

with mechanisms to avoid getting trapped in the worst-case

scenarios. Thanks to the fast coexistence simulator developed

in this work, we can run Monte-Carlo simulations for many

coexistence scenarios to detect (near-)worst cases. Here, we

investigate the worst-case scenarios when both networks use

all available channels for channel hopping (ChM = [1 : 37],
HSL = [11 : 26]). We use Ld

BLE = 261, Ld
TSCH = 133, and

Tci = Tts = 10ms in the coexistence simulation model,

because the minimum connection interval of BLE is 10ms [1],

and the default value of timeslot length in TSCH is 10ms [2].

As discussed, hI is selected by the master node randomly in

range of [5 16]. Also, the first channels selected by TSCH and

BLE for transmission of the first data packets and the order

of the frequency channels in HSL and ChM can be varied.

Depending on these settings, 12×16×37×16!×37! scenarios

can happen, in which overlaps in frequency domain for

successive packet transmissions may be different. Exhaustive

search in such a large set of settings is impossible. To have

reliable enough exploration and thanks to the speed of this

coexistence simulator, we try 106 random settings selected
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from all possible settings with different Tsim. It turned out

that, when we fairly set the simulation time, in such a way

so that all possible combinations of TSCH and BLE packet

transmissions in each channel happens, collision-free ratios

measured with different settings are the same. It is regardless

of which hI value or channel sequences are selected by TSCH

and BLE for data packet transmission. Hence, we set Tsim =
(16×37×10)ms. Note that, all combinations of transmission

by TSCH and BLE in different channels will happen if this

particular number (|HSL|×|ChM|) or multiple of this number

of channel hopping is iterated in the simulation.

Two parameters that can affect the coexistence performance

are PPCI and Δ. We run the coexistence simulator for

possible values of PPCI and Δ. Since we set Tci = 10ms,

at most 4 packets can be transmitted with maximum packet

length during the connection interval. Tables. IV and V report

collision-free ratios of TSCH and BLE for different PPCI and

Δ. Comparing the results in the tables, it is observed that

more packets transmitted in the connection interval results

in higher chance of collision in the TSCH network. It in

turn leads to lower collision-free ratios of TSCH. However,

this trend depends on the value of Δ. For instance, when

Δ = 0 or ≥ 8ms, collision-free ratios of TSCH is 96.29%,

regardless of PPCI value. In these cases, only one of the BLE

packets in the connection interval is collided with the TSCH

data packet. Fig. 12 shows channel occupancy of BLE and

TSCH over time for the first 100 packets, when PPCI = 1,

and Δ = 8ms. It is illustrated that 9 out of 100 transmitted

data packets in TSCH and BLE are collided.

Collision-free ratio of TSCH goes down to 92.58% in the

worst-case when Δ is in the range of 4 to 7ms. Setting these

Δ values increases the chance of time-overlapping of data

packets. The worst-case in BLE (96.29%) happens when one

or two packets are transmitted per connection interval, and Δ
is more than 3ms.

Outcomes of the worst-case analysis are:

• TSCH and BLE can coexist with satisfying perfor-

mance even in worst-case scenarios (collision-free ratio

of TSCH ≥ 92.58%, and collision-free ratio of BLE

≥ 96.29%), since both networks use channel hopping.

• When Δ is close to the middle of connection interval,

more packets are collided with transmission by the

TSCH network. So, an appropriate way of cooperatively

synchronizing the two networks can improve their coex-

istence performance.

VIII. IMPACT OF CLOCK DRIFT

The TSCH and BLE networks have continuously running

synchronization processes to keep the nodes aligned despite

the clock drifts caused by oscillator variations. However,

the timing of co-located TSCH and BLE networks with

respect to one another (Δ) may change over time due to

clock drifts within each network. To investigate this fact,

clock drifts of two networks are applied as inputs to the

coexistence model. Here, we perform two set of simulations

to observe how clock drift may change collision-free ratios

over time. The settings are as Ld
BLE = Ld

TSCH = 70, and

Tci = Tts = 10ms. Typical clock drift of ±50ppm for the

TABLE IV
COLLISION-FREE RATIO OF TSCH%

��������Δ(ms)
PPCI

1 2 3 4

0 96.29 96.29 96.29 96.29
1 100 96.29 96.29 96.29
2 100 96.29 96.29 96.29
3 100 100 96.29 96.29
4 96.29 96.29 92.58 92.58
5 96.29 96.29 92.58 92.58
6 96.29 96.29 96.29 92.58
7 96.29 96.29 96.29 92.58
8 96.29 96.29 96.29 96.29
9 96.29 96.29 96.29 96.29

TABLE V
COLLISION-FREE RATIO OF BLE%

��������Δ(ms)
PPCI

1 2 3 4

0 100 98.15 97.53 98.15
1 100 98.15 97.53 98.15
2 100 98.15 97.53 97.22
3 96.29 98.15 97.53 97.22
4 96.29 98.15 97.53 97.22
5 96.29 98.15 98.76 98.15
6 96.29 98.15 98.76 98.15
7 96.29 96.29 97.53 97.22
8 96.29 96.29 97.53 98.15
9 96.29 96.29 96.29 97.22

Fig. 12. Channel occupancy of BLE and TSCH over time for 1s (�100
data packets transmission)

crystal oscillator is considered [1], which leads to a mutual

drift of maximum 1μs per each 10ms. Thus, Δ may change

at most 1μs after each 10ms. Accordingly, cumulative drift

changes time overlap of the networks within the time window

under observation. To show the possible impact, we zoom into

two special simulation time durations in which the cumulative

drift improve, or degrade the collision-free ratios over time. In

the first scenario, it is assumed that BLE is 1.31ms later than

TSCH (Δ = −1.31ms), which leads to no overlap in time

domain. After a while cumulative drift increases causing Ack

of BLE to overlap with TSCH data packets. Fig. 13(a) shows

the collision-free ratios of two networks over time. After

260ms (corresponding to the 26 packet transmissions), the

collision-free ratio of TSCH decreases from 100% to lower

values depending on the number of collided channels, but the
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(a) Degradation of coexistence performance over time due to clock drifts
in BLE and TSCH networks
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(b) Improvement in coexistence performance over time due to clock drifts
in BLE and TSCH networks

Fig. 13. Impact of clock drift on BLE-TSCH coexistence performance

collision-free ratio of BLE is still 100%. This trend continues

until the cumulative drift makes BLE data packets overlap

with TSCH data packets, degrading the BLE performance as

well.

In the second scenario, we consider an opposite situation,

in which the time-offset makes two networks overlapping in

time at the beginning, but clock drift takes the networks out

of this situation after a while. We consider BLE is 4.31ms

later than TSCH (Δ = −4.31ms), causing time overlap.

Thus, data packets of the two networks collide when they

transmit in the overlapped frequency channels. Fig. 13(b)

illustrates the collision-free ratios of the two networks. After

400ms, their mutual drift takes the networks out of the

situation. Accordingly, the collision-free ratio increase for

both networks.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the coexistence of co-located

BLE and IEEE 802.15.4 TSCH networks. A probabilistic

analysis of collision-free communications in the MAC layer

for coexisting BLE and TSCH is presented. Also, simulation

models for TSCH and BLE are derived, which output fre-

quency channel usage over time. We analyze the collisions oc-

currence through the derived TSCH and BLE models. Based

on that, a simulation model is developed for the coexistence

of TSCH and BLE in the MAC layer. To verify the simulation

model, we provide an experimental evaluation of co-located

BLE and TSCH in an isolated room. The experimental results

are slightly higher than the simulation results (maximum

difference is 3.7%) due to physical layer effects. Thus, our

simulation model conservatively estimates collision-free ratio

with an acceptable accuracy. Using the coexistence model,

worst-case performance of co-located TSCH and BLE is

studied. The results show that TSCH and BLE can coexist

very well even in the worst-case scenarios with collision-

free ratios of TSCH and BLE being more than 92.58% and

96.29%, respectively.
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